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Project at Robbins Community Power Plant 

 -Built 1996 for municipal waste (garbage) 

 -Power was deregulated, private company lost interest in plant 

 -Closed ~2000 

 -2 private entities started project to create 50MW output from wood biomass 

 -400,000 wood was needed – mostly chipped dry wood 

-IPRO project focused on getting greenwood to control speed of burning.  Dead ash trees would 

normally be mulched, so using as a power source would raise the value of the material. 

 

Human Powered Vehicles Association 

 -Athlete can only generate ~1/4 hp while cycling, so bikes are not a full-time, long-term solution 

-The future of personal transit may be some form of motor bike or small car.  How could bike 

manufacturing scale up over time into manufacturing of small motor vehicles 

-This suggest an R+D facility associated with bike manufacturing, and with other manufacturing 

 

Asian Carp 

 -Asian Carp are very perishable – barge refrigeration may be necessary. How to process quickly? 

 -Fish protein might be made into fish food, or dog/cat food 

-At the Plant, 32 tons of food and organic waste will be anaerobically digested and used to run 

500 kW generator 

-Waste is ~20% solids – needs light composting before it can be put in ground 

-Waste is ~80% liquid digestate – a large amount – fertigation and/or exportation 

-Rule of thumb:  1/8  – 1/4 acre to support a person  

 -Ideal chemical mix for anaerobic digestion is 50% carbs, 50% fats 

-Might fish be more valuable if fish oil is pressed out and turned into biodiesel?  Could be sold to 

Loyola or Chicago Biodiesel.  Could do this before food production so that waste heat aids in 

drying fish. 

 -“Industrial Ecology” to try to use all waste as raw materials for a new process  

 -Try to find studies of carp for energy – how oily the fish is matters for energy generation 

 -Could sell biodiesel for $3-4 per gallon, or buy a biodiesel plant 

- How can we make every piece of the fish make the most amount of money?  What is the 

highest use?  Think like the meat packers – use everything. 

 -Typical electricity production results in ~40% electricity, ~60% waste heat 

 -Absorptive cooling can be used when you have a lot of heat to do a little cooling 

-Fisk can be the heart of a regeneration of Pilsen, especially if the waste products from Fisk 

(heat, hot water) can lower the barrier to entry for other business to be built 

 

 



Urban Agriculture 

 -Blacks in Green organization in West Woodlawn 

 -Seeks to design for all 407 vacant lots 

 -Will create ratios of uses (i.e. 1 food lot: 4 oil crop lots: 5 coppicing) 

 -Conducts shade test and toxicity test (research) on each lot to determine best use 

 -For indoor urban agriculture, need reinforced concrete, floor drains, and insulated warehouse 

-Working on concept for using storage batteries for agriculture – allows you to buy energy at 

night when it’s cheaper and use it in the day.  At the plant, they already reverse day and night.  

Plants need ~16 hours sunlight, so that still leaves ~8 hours during the day where light needs to 

be supplied 

-Windy City Harvest – feeder for farmers.  Demand for fresh food in the city is not a problem, 

but finding farmers is. 

-Aquaponics is now a permitted building us, partly because of the Plant.  Could we create a cage 

culture fish farm in river? 

-For profit companies are just starting to get interested in urban agriculture markets, but it is 

often still not profitable 

-Look at old Water Street Market system – congregation of stalls of farmers – made produce 

market an appropriate scale for small farmers (unlike the International Produce Market) 

-Food hubs now seek to accumulate food from many small farmers to increase efficiency of 

selling it.  The Chicago Community Council is promoting this. 


